The authors are asked to prepare their articles for publishing in the West Croatian History Journal in the following manner:

**Font**  Times New Roman; 12; 1,5 line spacing; Justify.

**Instructions for footnoting:**

**Books** Name SURNAME, *Title*, Place of publishing: Publisher, year, page number.  
When repeating the same source an abridged version should be used:  
SURNAME, *Title*, page number.  
When repeating the same source in the following footnote the author should use:  
Ibid, page number.

**Articles in Journals** Name SURNAME, „Title“, *Journal title*, volume number (edition year) page number.  
When repeating the same source an abridged version should be used:  
SURNAME, „Title“, page number.

**Book chapters or articles in a Collection of papers** Name SURNAME, „Title“, in *Book/Collection of papers title*, ed. Name SURNAME-Name SURNAME (for a group of authors), Place of publishing: Publisher, year, page number.

**Newspaper articles** Name SURNAME, „Title“, *Newspaper title*, Place of publishing, date and year, page number.

**Unpublished archive material** Archive where the material is kept (further: abridged name), *Title of the archive fond* (further: abridged name), box or volume number, page or folio number.

**Unpublished PhD or MA dissertation** Name SURNAME, „Title“, PhD or MA dissertation, University, year of the defence.

**Sources from the Internet** Name SURNAME, „Title“, *Web page title*, URL of the page (date when the page was accessed).

**PLEASE NOTE:** Articles submitted in Italian or Slovenian must be prepared for publishing following the aforementioned guidelines.  
**NOTA BENE:** Gli articoli presentati in italiano e sloveno devono essere preparati per la pubblicazione seguendo le linee guida editoriali di cui sopra.  
**PROSIMO, UPOŠTEVAJTE:** Članki v italijanščini in slovenščini morajo biti pripravljeni za objavo in upoštevati omenjena navodila avtorjem.